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1. Introduction {#insr12399-sec-0001}
===============

The dynamics of individuals, whether they are organisms, air particles, molecules, businesses, watersheds or political units, are of interest in a variety of fields. Models that describe individual‐based dynamics are often referred to as 'agent‐based models' (ABMs Railsback & Grimm, [2019](#insr12399-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Many previous and ongoing studies have relied on ABMs as simulation models (Diggle & Gratton, [1984](#insr12399-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Hartig *et al.*, [2011](#insr12399-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}) because it is often more intuitive to consider processes of interest from the bottom up (i.e. through the eyes of the individual) rather than the top down.

By contrast, models for aggregations of individuals are concerned with characterising population‐level behaviour. Such models may lack individual‐level resolution but facilitate our understanding of large‐scale processes that are composed of many individuals (e.g. Williams *et al.*, [2017](#insr12399-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). While individuals exhibit their own dynamics and characteristics, we may not account for individual‐level behaviour in large‐scale models due to simplifying assumptions meant to ease the implementation burden (Billari & Prskawetz, [2012](#insr12399-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). However, we may trade realism for tractability when we build statistical models directly from an aggregated perspective. When considering individual‐level dynamics from a forward simulation perspective, we can very easily incorporate small‐scale mechanisms that are difficult or impossible to parameterise directly in population‐level models (Grimm & Railsback, [2005](#insr12399-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Hooten *et al.*, [2010](#insr12399-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}).

Thus, despite the fact that many potentially useful ABMs are trivial to implement from a forward simulation perspective, they are not often utilised directly in statistical models that formally assimilate data to learn about the data generating processes. This notable absence of ABMs in statistics is not due to the lack of usefulness of the model but rather the fact that ABMs bring several statistical challenges that require special consideration during implementation (Wikle & Hooten, [2015](#insr12399-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}).

In what follows, we provide an overview of ABMs and highlight some of these statistical challenges and potential solutions in their implementation. To illustrate the statistical considerations, we provide an example of a simple individual‐based demographic model commonly applied in the field of wildlife ecology. This ecological model is not usually referred to as an ABM but is often used to provide population‐level inference about demographics while assimilating individual‐level longitudinal data. This model can be implemented both from a conventional statistical perspective and using a suite of tools commonly associated with ABMs, and we can compare the inference obtained using both approaches. We then present a more complicated demographic ABM that mimics a human infectious disease process. This ABM is an individual‐based version of a susceptible--infected--recovered--deceased (SIRD) model and illuminates additional challenges to implementation. We demonstrate the SIRD ABM with a case study involving COVID‐19 on the cruise ship Diamond Princess (DP).

1.1. A Crash Course in Statistical Agent‐Based Models {#insr12399-sec-0002}
-----------------------------------------------------

An ABM is an individual‐based forward simulation model that takes both known and unknown input variables and provides output variables. Such models are based on interacting autonomous agents (individuals) that are assigned a particular state that varies with time based on simple deterministic or probabilistic rules associated with the agent\'s state, the states of other agents and the environment. The collective behaviour of the agents through time (and, potentially, space) then describe a complex system. Thus, the ABM itself could be deterministic or stochastic depending on the type of mechanisms we need to account for in the model. In the deterministic case, we need to assume a stochastic model that connects the ABM output to the observed data, and this is usually a choice of convenience (e.g. Hooten *et al.*, [2011](#insr12399-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; McDermott *et al.*, [2017](#insr12399-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). In cases where the ABM is inherently stochastic, the data model may be incorporated, or, if not, it could be included in the statistical implementation like it is for deterministic ABMs (e.g. Hartig *et al.*, [2011](#insr12399-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). Herein, we focus on stochastic ABMs as 'implicit statistical models' (Diggle & Gratton, [1984](#insr12399-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) and write them generically as , where are the output, are the known inputs and are the unknown inputs on which we seek inference. We note that the ABMs may be hierarchical and decomposed as , where represents a latent process, although the conditional structure may not be useful in the statistical implementation.

The distinguishing feature of most ABMs is that the form of is often difficult to express analytically, but simple to express computationally. In fact, we may not be able to use traditional implementation methods to fit the model to data. However, because we can simulate from the ABM easily, a variety of approaches have been developed to fit ABMs to data using simulation. Many of these approaches rely on ways to approximate the likelihood. For example: Monte Carlo (MC) approximation of the ABM likelihood is easy to implement and may work well when the support of the data is discrete and finite and when the data are low dimensional. However, it requires the ability to simulate a large number of realisations from the ABM very quickly. In some cases, further approximation approaches such as pseudo‐likelihood (PL) may be useful.Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) relies on a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm with a carefully selected discrepancy function between the observed and simulated data that is used in place of the true likelihood (which is unknown). The ABC approach requires us to simulate from the likelihood on each iteration of an MCMC algorithm and thus can be computationally intensive when the ABM simulator is slow. Also, the results are often sensitive to the choice of discrepancy function, which is sometimes arbitrarily chosen.Emulation of an ABM can be helpful if it is slow to simulate from. To construct an emulator, we first design a computer experiment based on a limited number of simulations and record the paired inputs and outputs. Using those inputs and outputs as data, we can fit a phenomenological statistical model that serves as a surrogate (i.e. emulator) for the ABM. The emulator is selected to provide accurate predictions of the outputs given novel inputs, and we can use it in place of the ABM in a variety of ways.Recursive Bayesian computation proceeds by grouping the data into partitions and computing the posterior in a sequence of stages. Using recursive Bayesian methods, we may be able to economise the computation associated with fitting Bayesian models. In particular, for statistical ABMs that simulate naturally partitioned data (such as time series), we can use recursive computing strategies that leverage distributed computing systems. Recursive Bayesian methods can also be combined with the other three approaches described here.

We demonstrate each of these approaches in what follows and highlight specific strengths and weaknesses as they arise in our two ABM examples. However, more generally, there are several key challenges to expect when fitting statistical ABMs to data, and we describe them here.

In their forward simulation form, ABMs may not be difficult to code in standard programming languages, but specific software packages such as HexSim, Mason, Netlogo and Starlogo may facilitate certain visualisations and automation (Wilensky, [1999](#insr12399-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Luke *et al.*, [2003](#insr12399-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Schumaker & Brookes, [2018](#insr12399-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). Some of this software has recently been ported to statistical languages (e.g. Bauduin *et al.*, [2019](#insr12399-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}), but not all of them are easily coupled with statistical software.

Agent‐based models explicitly simulate the dynamics of individual agents; thus, even modest amounts of model complexity can lead to slow algorithms as the number of agents and interactions increases. This can be attenuated using compiled programming languages and parallel computing where possible, but even while utilising those techniques, we can expect computational limitations. MC approximation methods can be especially demanding, requiring tens or hundreds of thousands of simulations for a single set of input parameters. When the dimension of the outputs increases, it becomes numerically challenging to approximate likelihoods for correlated data. In these cases, we may be able to use PL methods (e.g. Grazzini *et al.*, [2017](#insr12399-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) that make independence assumptions about the likelihood, but this induces another layer of uncertainty in the inference.

Many ABMs cannot be fit using traditional statistical methods for the aforementioned reasons. We can use a variety of approximation methods and software to fit statistical ABMs to data (e.g. Gramacy, [2016](#insr12399-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), but it is difficult to quantify the accuracy of these methods when we cannot compare with the exact inference. Furthermore, there are often a suite of subjective and somewhat arbitrary decisions made when implementing statistical ABMs such as the choice of data model (especially with deterministic ABMs), discrepancy function (ABC) and type of emulator (e.g. neural network, random forest and Gaussian process).

While ABMs are often easy to construct and we can incorporate mechanisms that lead to realistic simulations of data, they can quickly become overparameterised from a statistical perspective. Complications such as lack of identifiability, multimodality and overdispersion may exist. A thorough exploratory empirical analysis of the ABM behaviour can help isolate these issues, and knowledge‐based informative priors usually improve ABM inference, but some issues may remain. Furthermore, while the ABM operates on the individual level, the observed data may only be available in aggregated form. Thus, important summary statistics of ABM output that connect directly to the observed data may occur at a different scale than the underlying dynamics (Jiang & Turnbull, [2004](#insr12399-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}).

Finally, we note that conventional statistical model expressions lead to concise written descriptions, but ABMs are challenging to describe in scientific writing even though they are easy to represent in computer algorithms. Moreover, many ABMs are complicated enough that critical elements can be overlooked and undocumented. In these cases, the community of researchers working to develop ABMs often use strict protocols referred to as 'Overview, Design Concepts, and Details' when describing ABMs in such a way that they are reproducible (Grimm *et al.*, [2006](#insr12399-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [2010](#insr12399-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

2. An Agent‐Based Model for Wildlife Demography {#insr12399-sec-0003}
===============================================

To provide a realistic, yet tangible, example of an ABM for which we can demonstrate statistical challenges and solutions, we specify a hierarchical Cormack--Jolly--Seber (CJS) model (Cormack, [1964](#insr12399-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Jolly, [1965](#insr12399-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Seber, [1965](#insr12399-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). The CJS model is typically used to learn about individual‐based survival of wildlife species based on a capture--recapture study design (Amstrup *et al.*, [2010](#insr12399-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}).

In a typical capture--recapture study, we attempt to relocate *n* individuals during a set of *T* observation periods. The latent state of an individual is expressed as the binary variable for individuals and time periods (typically days, months or years, depending on the species). In its simplest form, the dynamics of the CJS model are specified using an individual‐based binary mixture Markov process $$z_{i,t} \sim \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\text{Bern}(\phi)} & {,z_{i,t - 1} = 1} \\
0 & {,z_{i,t - 1} = 0} \\
\end{matrix} \right.,$$ where often implies the individual is alive and implies the individual is dead. This dynamic framework can be generalised to accommodate epidemiological data with multiple categories such as susceptible, infected, recovered and dead as we illustrate in Section [4](#insr12399-sec-0010){ref-type="sec"}.

We recognise ([1](#insr12399-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) as a dynamic zero‐inflated Bernoulli model. In the CJS framework, the zero‐inflation mechanism arises due to the constraint that an individual must remain dead in the periods after death (i.e. state 2 is an absorbing state). Thus, the parameter represents the individual‐level survival probability between observation periods and *t* and is often the main focus of inference.

As mentioned previously, ABMs can include a specific observation process. This is the case with CJS models, which deviate from the traditional approaches to infer survival in human biostatistical analyses (e.g. Lin & Wei, [1989](#insr12399-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}) because of the additional complexities in how wildlife capture--recapture data are acquired. In particular, during a survey at time *t*, a previously captured individual may not be detected. It is convention in these cases to record the data such that indicates the individual was captured (or relocated) alive and indicates the individual was not detected. Thus, for the cases when is recorded, we do not know whether the individual was alive and went undetected or the individual was dead. To connect this measurement process with the latent individual‐based process, we specify another conditional binary mixture model $$y_{i,t} \sim \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\text{Bern}(p)} & {,z_{i,t} = 1} \\
0 & {,z_{i,t} = 0} \\
\end{matrix} \right.,$$ where *p* represents the detection probability for an individual *i* that is alive at time *t*. Typically, individuals are assumed alive upon first capture, thus for all . The data model expressed in ([2](#insr12399-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) accounts for a non‐ignorable missingness in typical capture--recapture data due to imperfect detectability.

The model expressed in ([1](#insr12399-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"})--([2](#insr12399-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is a hidden Markov model (HMM Zucchini *et al.*, [2017](#insr12399-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}) whose likelihood can be calculated using a suitably specified forward algorithm (see [Supporting Information](#insr12399-supinf-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the HMM approach to the CJS model was not commonly known, and hence not widely exploited until recently (Johnson *et al.*, [2016](#insr12399-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Historically, the integrated likelihood for the CJS model (and all similar capture--recapture models) was computed either by working through the capture history directly or, if the model was implemented using Bayesian methods, an MCMC algorithm was constructed to sample the latent process from its full‐conditional distribution (e.g. Royle & Dorazio, [2008](#insr12399-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Hooten & Hefley, [2019](#insr12399-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). Both conventional approaches to fit the CJS model are cumbersome, especially for newcomers to these models, and thus, a variety of specialised automatic software was developed to make them more accessible to practitioners (White & Burnham, [1999](#insr12399-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). The need for specialised software may be surprising because, from an ABM perspective, the forward simulation CJS model using ([1](#insr12399-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"})--([2](#insr12399-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) could be programmed in a matter of minutes by someone with minimal coding skills.

To gain an appreciation for the complexity associated with implementing the CJS model, we express the likelihood as a product of probabilities for a set of capture histories for example individuals based on survey occasions in Table [1](#insr12399-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The small number of individuals and capture occasions in this simple example facilitates the analytical calculation of the integrated likelihood for the CJS model. Although, even in this simple example, not all of the likelihood calculations in Table [1](#insr12399-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} are immediately apparent given the capture histories. In cases where capture histories are long and with numerous individuals, we must rely on software to work through the time series and check each condition to compute the likelihood correctly.

###### 

Probability (i.e. likelihood) under the Cormack--Jolly--Seber model for four individual capture histories (i.e. data , for ).

  *i*   , ,     Probability
  ----- ------- -------------
  1     l,1,1   
  2     1,0,1   
  3     1,1,0   
  4     1,0,0   

Expressing the CJS model as an HMM provides a modern alternative to calculate the likelihood that is computationally efficient. By constructing the appropriate state transition and conditional measurement matrices based on the hierarchical model specification in ([1](#insr12399-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"})--([2](#insr12399-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we can apply the HMM forward algorithm to compute the CJS likelihood. The HMM is much like a Kalman filter that is used to compute likelihoods for Gaussian state‐space models resulting in statistical algorithms that are more efficient for certain classes of models (McClintock *et al.*, [2020](#insr12399-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). However, despite its simplicity, the HMM framework and algorithms present yet another topic of study for the practitioner. Thus, once again, automated software has been developed to facilitate the use of HMM machinery to fit capture--recapture models (e.g. Johnson *et al.*, [2016](#insr12399-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}).

The basic CJS model makes several strong assumptions about independence among individuals and that the conditional survival times are geometrically distributed. Relatively simple generalisations of an HMM may result in a hidden semi‐Markov model (King & Langrock, [2016](#insr12399-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}) or other classes of models. In Section [4](#insr12399-sec-0010){ref-type="sec"}, we present a more complicated epidemiological ABM that is based on fairly simple extensions of the basic CJS process.

In what follows, we discuss various approaches to treat the CJS model as an ABM and obtain statistical inference using nothing more than forward simulations from the CJS ABM. This example provides a perspective from which to consider more complicated ABMs such as the SIRD ABM, which is not easy to compute the likelihood for directly.

2.1. Implementing the Cormack--Jolly--Seber Model as an Agent‐Based Model {#insr12399-sec-0004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the likelihood for the CJS model can be calculated directly, we can treat it as an ABM that can only be simulated from, which yields outputs (i.e. the binary response variables) given a set of inputs (i.e. initial conditions and parameter values). We can simulate the latent process and data from our CJS model specification by first setting (because the individuals are assumed alive at time ) and then sample for and all individuals as a realisation of the process. We simulate for and all individuals as a realisation of the data and discard the process . As we will see, the binary support of the observations for a given individual and time can preclude some standard approaches such as Gaussian process emulation but can facilitate numerical approximation of the likelihood.

The first major aspect of statistical ABMs to consider is that we must rely on approximation in some aspect of the model itself, the resulting likelihood or the computational procedure used to fit the model. Moreover, these different types of approximation are not always mutually exclusive. For example, the simplest way to approximate the likelihood given the inputs (i.e. parameters) is to use MC approximation by simulating *L* independent realisations of $z_{i,t}^{(l)}$ and then $y_{i,t}^{(l)}$ for from the ABM using ([1](#insr12399-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"})--([2](#insr12399-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and then compute $$\lbrack\mathbf{y}_{i}|p,\phi\rbrack \approx \frac{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}1_{\{{\mathbf{y}_{i} = \mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)}}\}}}{L},$$ where $1_{\{\mathbf{y}_{i} = \mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)}\}}$ is an indicator equal to one when the observed and simulated time series for individual *i* are equal and zero otherwise. Table [2](#insr12399-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} shows the exact and MC approximated likelihood based on simulations from the CJS model for each capture history previously introduced. In this simple example, the MC approximation is quite accurate, and statistical inference could be obtained using the ABM simulator in lieu of the CJS likelihood.

###### 

Exact and approximated likelihood components under the Cormack--Jolly--Seber model with and for four individual capture histories (i.e. data , for ).

              Likelihood                     
  --- ------- ------------ -------- -------- --------
  1   1,1,1   0.0784       0.0792   0.0552   0.3983
  2   1,0,1   0.1176       0.1176   0.1416   0.7986
  3   1,1,0   0.2016       0.2014   0.2254   0.8824
  4   1,0,0   0.6017       0.6014   0.5778   0.9208

ABC, approximate Bayesian computation; MC, Monte Carlo; PL, pseudo‐likelihood.

As the observed time series grows (*T* gets large) however, the MC approximation may perform poorly because the exact arrangement of zeros and ones will become rare in the MC simulated sample and the condition $\mathbf{y}_{i} = \mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)}$ in the indicator will not occur in some cases for any *l*. In these situations, we can resort to one of two additional approximation approaches: PL approximation or ABC.

The PL approximation breaks the dependence structure in the time series in this case and approximates the likelihood as a product over the MC approximated marginal likelihood components (Besag, [1974](#insr12399-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Cox & Reid, [2004](#insr12399-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Chandler & Bate, [2007](#insr12399-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). Using the same notation and ABM simulation strategy as before, we can calculate the PL as $$\left\lbrack {\mathbf{y}_{i}|p,\phi} \right\rbrack \approx \prod\limits_{t = 2}^{T}\left\lbrack {y_{i,t}|p,\phi} \right\rbrack,$$ $$\approx \prod\limits_{t = 2}^{T}\frac{\sum\limits_{l = 1}^{L}1_{\{ y_{i,t} = y_{i,t}^{(l)}\}}}{L}.$$

The condition $y_{i,t} = y_{i,t}^{(l)}$ in the PL calculation is much more likely and leads to a more stable approximation as *T* grows; however, it introduces an additional layer of approximation. In Table [2](#insr12399-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, we can see that the PL approximation is only accurate to one decimal place whereas the joint MC approximation is accurate to three decimal places in most cases. Both the MC and PL approximations can be used in place of the likelihood in either a maximum likelihood or Bayesian setting. However, it may be challenging to obtain uncertainty estimates for model parameters using either approximation in the maximum likelihood setting without using a bootstrap or similar approach. Both approximations could be substituted in place of the likelihood in a standard MCMC algorithm in the Bayesian setting without issue. However, the loss of fidelity when using the PL is substantial enough to noticeably affect our inference about the model parameters *p* and , especially for longer time series that exhibit more dependence.

By contrast, the ABC approach can remedy the potential issue caused by high dimensionality of the support that leads to very unlikely simulations from the ABM that meet the condition $\mathbf{y}_{i} = \mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)}$. The ABC approach introduces robustness in the likelihood approximation by using a suitably chosen discrepancy measure instead of a likelihood in an MCMC algorithm (e.g. Beaumont *et al.*, [2002](#insr12399-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Marjoram *et al.*, [2003](#insr12399-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). For example, a discrepancy measure to substitute in for the CJS likelihood in the ABM simulation setting could relax the condition $\mathbf{y}_{i} = \mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)}$, such that $$\lbrack\mathbf{y}_{i}|p,\phi\rbrack \approx \frac{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}1_{\{{d(\mathbf{y}_{i},\mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)}) \leq d^{\ast}}\}}}{L},$$ where $d(\mathbf{y}_{i},\mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)})$ is a distance measure between the data and the simulation $\mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)}$, and is a user‐specified threshold. Choi *et al.* ([2010](#insr12399-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) summarised 76 different distance measures for binary data that we could use in ([6](#insr12399-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Two example discrepancy functions relevant for our CJS model are the simple matching distance and the Jaccard distance. For demonstration, we computed the approximate likelihood components using the ABC approach and simple matching distance using a threshold of for our example in Table [2](#insr12399-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. The simple matching distance simplifies to the squared ‐norm of $\mathbf{y}_{i} - \mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)}$ divided by for the CJS ABM. In this case, because *T* is small, the ABC likelihood approximation is not as accurate as the other methods shown in Table [2](#insr12399-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, but the ordering is the same despite the difference in magnitude.

There are other ways to use discrepancy measures to represent the likelihood in ABC. For example, when using a deterministic ABM whose output is continuous‐valued, it is common to use a Gaussian kernel such as $$\lbrack\mathbf{y}_{i}|p,\phi\rbrack \approx \exp\left( {- \frac{1}{2}{(\mathbf{y}_{i} - \mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)})}^{\prime}{(\sigma^{2}\mathbf{I})}^{- 1}(\mathbf{y}_{i} - \mathbf{y}_{i}^{(l)})} \right),$$ where is set by the user as a tuning parameter. However, for discrete‐valued data, such discrepancy functions may not be appropriate. We note that the chosen discrepancy function may not integrate (or sum) to one, hence the reason for referring to the approach as 'computational' rather than formally statistical.

2.2. Implementing the Cormack--Jolly--Seber Model with a Likelihood Emulator {#insr12399-sec-0005}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In cases where the ABM is computationally demanding to simulate from, we can approximate the ABM itself using a surrogate model to simulate approximate ABM output or the associated ABM likelihood (Gramacy, [2020](#insr12399-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). In essence, surrogate modeling, also known as statistical emulation (e.g. Kennedy & O\'Hagan, [2000](#insr12399-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [2001](#insr12399-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Higdon *et al.*, [2008](#insr12399-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Liu & West, [2009](#insr12399-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}), involves three steps: Conduct an 'experiment' with the original ABM to explore the output (i.e. data) given a range of input (i.e. parameters).Fit a tractable statistical model (*f*) to the experimental results that predicts the output given the input.Use the statistical model *f* (i.e. the surrogate) in place of the ABM to predict the data at new parameter values as needed to optimise the likelihood using one of the methods previously described (e.g. MC, PL or ABC).

Emulators introduce additional uncertainty, but we can account for that uncertainty in the final inference because we usually have a detailed understanding of the emulator model and its prediction uncertainty. In a Bayesian setting, the emulator is nested in a statistical model that integrates over the uncertainty in our emulator predictions and may also account for a calibration offset and a smooth emulator 'inadequancy' (i.e. bias) function (Kennedy & O\'Hagan, [2001](#insr12399-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}).

Emulators are most commonly used with models that have continuous‐valued responses (e.g. Henderson *et al.*, [2009](#insr12399-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). In such cases, a large majority of emulators are based on Gaussian processes that predict a univariate surface (i.e. the response) over the multivariate parameter space (Gramacy, [2020](#insr12399-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). These are akin to geostatistical models often used to predict spatial surfaces over geographic space using a technique known as kriging (Cressie, [1990](#insr12399-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). Because Gaussian processes are parameterised in terms of second moments, they have sometimes been referred to as second‐order emulators. Alternatively, first‐order emulators may perform well as predictive models depending on the application (e.g. Hooten *et al.*, [2011](#insr12399-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Leeds *et al.*, [2013](#insr12399-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, any statistical model can be used as an emulator, as long as it has the desired support and is capable of providing accurate predictions rapidly. Thus, machine learning methods such as random forests (Breiman, [2001](#insr12399-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}), neural networks (e.g. Grzeszczuk *et al.*, [1999](#insr12399-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) and semiparameteric regression models (Wood, [2011](#insr12399-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}) can be used as emulators.

Our CJS ABM, while simple, has several complexities to consider when constructing an emulator. In particular, our data (and ABM output) are binary, multivariate and correlated within individual. Thus, we would seek to use an emulator that is capable of mimicking those features. Because many emulators are developed for continuous‐valued univariate data, off‐the‐shelf emulator models may not be available for even simple demographic models such as the CJS ABM.

As an alternative to conventional emulation strategies, we could use an emulator to predict the CJS likelihood (or some transformation of it such as the log likelihood) directly if it was capable of taking both the data and the parameters *p* and as inputs. For example, suppose that we conducted a computer experiment based on a random sample of size *J* where and , for , were sampled from their prior distributions and then simulated *L* MC realisations of the data for using the ABM as described in the previous section. Then we could use MC to approximate the associated log likelihood by matching simulated realisations with randomly drawn individual capture histories from the data using the natural logarithm of ([3](#insr12399-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Using the input and output of the computer experiment, we can fit the emulator model *f*, such that $$\lambda^{(j)} \sim f(\lambda^{(j)}|\mathbf{y}^{(j)},p^{(j)},\phi^{(j)},\mathbf{\gamma}),$$ for and where are the unknown emulator parameters that depend on the choice of emulator model. After the emulator model is fit to the data associated with the computer experiment (which only used the ABM to simulate data), we can use it to predict the log likelihood component $\lambda_{i}^{( \ast )}$ rapidly given a capture history for individual *i* and parameter values and .

The key strength of the emulation approach is that, after we have constructed the emulator, we no longer need the ABM. The emulator represents our best statistical understanding of the ABM dynamics and can be used in place of the ABM so that no additional simulation is necessary to fit the ABM to data (approximately) after the computer experiment has been conducted. Also, critically, the computer experiment itself can often be performed completely in parallel (i.e. across the *J* input/output pairs using the ABM), which reduces the computational time associated with the statistical emulation procedure substantially. Finally, and most importantly, obtaining predictions from the emulator is often much more efficient than simulating from the ABM directly, especially when using the emulator to predict the log likelihood.

To demonstrate the statistical emulation approach using the CJS ABM, we conducted a computer experiment consisting of input/output pairs. We sampled and from a Unif(0,1) distribution and sampled the associated capture history randomly with replacement from the original data set (in this case consisting of the capture histories from our continued example) for . For each element of the computer experiment, we defined the covariate vector and used the MC approximated log likelihood .

For comparison, we fit two emulator models to the computer experiment data. First, we fit a linear (LIN) regression for . Second, we fit a two‐layer Bayesian neural network (BNN) model with six neurons, probit activator function and Gaussian error distribution. Table [3](#insr12399-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"} shows the results of approximating the likelihood using these two emulators, as compared with the exact likelihood calculation and the MC approximated likelihood (as previously reported in Table [2](#insr12399-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). In both cases, we predicted the log likelihood ( ${\hat{\lambda}}^{(j)}$) directly and then exponentiated it ( $e^{{\hat{\lambda}}^{(j)}}$) to obtain the approximation in Table [3](#insr12399-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"} because we would use the log likelihood directly in an MCMC algorithm as the focal quantity. In this simple example, we can see that the LIN emulator is less accurate than the BNN emulator, but as first‐order emulators, both perform well at predicting the shape of the likelihood and general order of the components. Based on the emulator approximation results in Table [3](#insr12399-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}, we would expect the final statistical inference for the ABM to be nearly indistinguishable using the Exact, MC or BNN approximation methods for the case when our time series are of length .

###### 

Exact, Monte Carlo and emulator (linear and neural network) approximated likelihood components under the Cormack--Jolly--Seber model with and for four individual capture histories (i.e. data , for ).

              Likelihood                     
  --- ------- ------------ -------- -------- --------
  1   1,1,1   0.0784       0.0792   0.0199   0.0803
  2   1,0,1   0.1176       0.1176   0.0432   0.1204
  3   1,1,0   0.2016       0.2014   0.2586   0.2243
  4   1,0,0   0.6017       0.6014   0.5629   0.5911

BNN, Bayesian neural network; LIN, linear; MC, Monte Carlo.

2.3. Recursive Bayesian Methods for Agent‐Based Models {#insr12399-sec-0006}
------------------------------------------------------

The concept of recursive model fitting is very natural from a Bayesian perspective because Bayesian models are designed to assimilate new data to update existing scientific information. For Bayesian implementations of naturally dynamic models such as most ABMs, we can envision fitting a sequence of models in time order such that the posterior based on all data up to time *t* can be found using the conditional likelihood of data at time *t* given all previous data (and parameters) and the posterior based on all previous data. This concept implies a natural recursion that facilitates fitting a model sequentially.

In what Hooten, Johnson, & Brost ([2019](#insr12399-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) refer to as 'prior recursive Bayes', we seek a joint posterior distribution , where represents all data (assuming a single individual for now). To obtain the joint posterior distribution associated with the CJS model, we can recursively compute $$\lbrack p,\phi|\mathbf{y}_{1:t}\rbrack \propto \lbrack y_{t}|p,\phi,\mathbf{y}_{1:(t - 1)}\rbrack\lbrack p,\phi|\mathbf{y}_{1:(t - 1)}\rbrack,$$ $$\propto \left( {\prod\limits_{\tau = 2}^{t}\lbrack y_{\tau}|p,\phi,\mathbf{y}_{1:(\tau - 1)}\rbrack} \right)\lbrack y_{1}|p,\phi\rbrack\lbrack p,\phi\rbrack.$$

This recursive procedure involves the computation of and then relies on it as a prior to find the posterior based on ([9](#insr12399-disp-0009){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and so on until we arrive at the desired full joint posterior .

Computationally, this procedure can be conducted in many ways including sequential MC (e.g. Chopin, [2002](#insr12399-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Chopin *et al.*, [2013](#insr12399-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) and MCMC algorithms. Using a method called prior‐proposal recursive Bayes (PPRB), Hooten, Johnson, & Brost ([2019](#insr12399-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) showed how to obtain an MCMC sample from the full joint posterior using a sequence of computational stages. The procedure involves fitting a Bayesian model to an initial partition of data in a time series and then updating the posterior by recursively resampling from the previous stage MCMC sample.

The key advantage of the recursive Bayes approach for fitting the CJS model using only ABM simulation becomes clear for longer time series. As a first stage in the procedure, we fit a Bayesian model using an MCMC algorithm and approximate the likelihood associated with an initial partition of the capture histories based on only ABM simulations (e.g. $\mathbf{y}_{1:\widetilde{t}}$ for $\widetilde{t} = 3$). This first stage yields an initial MCMC sample of the parameters and from the posterior distribution $\lbrack p,\phi|\mathbf{y}_{1:\widetilde{t}}\rbrack$ for MCMC iterations.

As a second stage, in parallel, we approximate the conditional data distributions $\lbrack y_{t}|p^{(k)},\phi^{(k)},\mathbf{y}_{1:(t - 1)}\rbrack$ for all $t > \widetilde{t}$ using the procedure described in what follows. Then, as a third stage, we use a sequence of MCMC algorithms that update the parameters using the Metropolis--Hastings ratio $$r_{t} = \frac{\lbrack y_{t}|p^{( \ast )},\phi^{( \ast )},\mathbf{y}_{1:(t - 1)}\rbrack}{\lbrack y_{t}|p^{(k - 1)},\phi^{(k - 1)},\mathbf{y}_{1:(t - 1)}\rbrack},$$ which relies on proposals and that are drawn randomly with replacement from the previous () MCMC sample. Using this recursive Metropolis--Hastings sampling strategy, we let and with probability and retain the previously accepted values otherwise.

There are two important elements to this recursive computing procedure. First, we can choose the initial partition size $\widetilde{t}$ small enough to provide a fast and stable approximation of the likelihood. Second, with the initial MCMC sample from the first stage in hand, we can compute the conditional data distributions $\lbrack y_{t}|p^{(k)},\phi^{(k)},\mathbf{y}_{1:(t - 1)}\rbrack$ for the remaining data partitions in parallel for every unique pair of and . If we treat each new time point *t*, for $t > \widetilde{t}$, as a partition, we can use a form of MC approximation to compute the conditional data distributions efficiently.

3. Case Study 1: Fit Cormack--Jolly--Seber Model Using an Agent‐Based Model {#insr12399-sec-0007}
===========================================================================

For the data analysis that follows, we simulated data based on individuals and time periods with and , yielding the individual‐based capture histories shown in Figure [1](#insr12399-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. The number of capture occasions for which the simulated data were collected is large enough () that a direct approximation of the full likelihood using MC methods is inefficient. Furthermore, PL approximations will be inaccurate due to the presence of temporal dependence in the data. Similarly, for ABC approaches, ecologists often desire more accurate posterior inference than we would obtain using a discrepancy function in the likelihood approximation as described in the previous section.

![Simulated individual‐based survival processes (left) and data (right) from a Cormack--Jolly--Seber agent‐based model. Green represents alive state, grey represents dead state and white represents undetected, based on simulation parameter values set at and . \[Colour figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](INSR-88-441-g001){#insr12399-fig-0001}

The degree of missingness in the data due to false negatives (i.e. ) is substantial enough that a simpler model would not adequately characterise survival. As an ABM, the CJS model is numerically fast enough to simulate from that we do not need to use an emulator in this setting. Additionally, an emulator may not capture the dependence in the data well enough to provide an accurate approximation of the likelihood.

3.1. Computational Strategy {#insr12399-sec-0008}
---------------------------

Considering the long list of caveats regarding the use of alternative CJS approximation methods, we used a recursive Bayesian computational strategy to fit the CJS model to the simulated data shown in Figure [1](#insr12399-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} using ABM simulation only. This procedure follows the aforementioned three computational stages.

For the first stage, we used MC approximation of the likelihood in an MCMC algorithm where, for a proposed parameter set and , we simulated realisations of the data resulting in $\mathbf{y}_{i,1:\widetilde{t}}^{( \ast ,l)}$ for , , and approximated the initial likelihood by $$\lbrack\mathbf{Y}_{1:\widetilde{t}}|p^{( \ast )},\phi^{( \ast )}\rbrack \approx \prod\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}1_{\{\mathbf{y}_{i,1:\widetilde{t}}^{( \ast ,l)} = \mathbf{y}_{i,1:\widetilde{t}}\}}}{L}.$$

This MC approximation relies on a $\widetilde{t}$‐dimensional match of the data vectors, but as long as $\widetilde{t}$ is small, the approximation is stable and accurate as we showed in the previous section. We used Metropolis--Hastings updates based on the likelihood approximation in ([12](#insr12399-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to acquire an MCMC sample of parameter values and for .

In the second stage of the PPRB computational procedure, we approximated all conditional data distributions in parallel using the following sequence of steps. Because the data are binary, each conditional data distribution is Bernoulli such that $\lbrack y_{i,t}|p^{(k)},\phi^{(k)},\mathbf{y}_{i,1:(t - 1)}\rbrack = \text{Bern}(\psi_{i,t}^{(k)})$ with success probability approximated as $$\psi_{i,t}^{(k)} = \frac{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}y_{i,t}^{(k,l)}}{L},$$ where $y_{i,t}^{(k,l)} \sim \lbrack y_{i,t}|p^{(k)},\phi^{(k)},\mathbf{y}_{i,1:(t - 1)}\rbrack$ for simulations. To simulate $y_{i,t}^{(k,l)}$, we draw in sequence: $z_{i,t - 1}^{(k,l)} \sim \lbrack z_{i,t - 1}|p^{(k)},\phi^{(k)},\mathbf{y}_{i,1:(t - 1)}\rbrack = \text{Bern}(\omega_{i,t - 1}^{(k)})$, then $z_{i,t}^{(k,l)} \sim \text{Bern}(\phi^{(k)}z_{i,t - 1}^{(k,l)})$ and finally, $y_{i,t}^{(k,l)} \sim \text{Bern}(p^{(k)}z_{i,t}^{(k,l)})$. This is effectively simulating two steps from the CJS ABM starting at time up to time *t* for each partition of the data. At each partition, we update probability $\omega_{i,t}^{(k)}$ as $$\omega_{i,t}^{(k)} = \frac{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}z_{i,t}^{k,l}1_{\{ y_{i,t}^{(k,l)} = y_{i,t}\}}}{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}1_{\{ y_{i,t}^{(k,l)} = y_{i,t}\}}}.$$

The approximation in ([14](#insr12399-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is stable because we only have to perform the low‐dimensional match $y_{i,t}^{(k,l)} = y_{i,t}$ rather than matching the entire preceding capture history for each individual.

Similarly, for the initial partition of data, we compute $\omega_{i,\widetilde{t}}^{(k)}$ $$\omega_{i,\widetilde{t}}^{(k)} = \frac{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}z_{i,\widetilde{t}}^{k,l}1_{\{\mathbf{y}_{i,1:\widetilde{t}}^{(k,l)} = \mathbf{y}_{i,1:\widetilde{t}}\}}}{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}1_{\{\mathbf{y}_{i,1:\widetilde{t}}^{(k,l)} = \mathbf{y}_{i,1:\widetilde{t}}\}}},$$ based on initial simulations from the CJS ABM that yielded $\mathbf{y}_{i,1:\widetilde{t}}^{(k,l)}$ and $z_{i,\widetilde{t}}^{k,l}$. This initial approximation in ([15](#insr12399-disp-0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is also relatively stable when $\widetilde{t}$ is small.

In the third and final stage of the PPRB procedure, we used a sequence of MCMC algorithms with Metropolis--Hastings updates for the parameter pair , using the acceptance ratio $$r_{t}^{(k)} = \frac{\prod_{i = 1}^{n}\lbrack y_{i,t}|p^{( \ast )},\phi^{( \ast )},\mathbf{y}_{i,1:(t - 1)}\rbrack}{\prod_{i = 1}^{n}\lbrack y_{i,t}|p^{(k - 1)},\phi^{(k - 1)},\mathbf{y}_{i,1:(t - 1)}\rbrack},$$ as previously described. For each new partition of data , we use the precomputed conditional data distributions from the previous stage to calculate $r_{t}^{(k)}$ and update *p* and accordingly. This step is very efficient because all the computationally intensive quantities are stored and can be accessed rapidly.

3.2. Analysis of Cormack--Jolly--Seber Data {#insr12399-sec-0009}
-------------------------------------------

We applied the PPRB procedure to fit the CJS model to simulated data using only the ABM to simulate realisations of the data. In doing so, we first fit the model to the first $\widetilde{t} = 3$ time steps of data using MCMC iterations and the MC approximated likelihood. This MCMC algorithm resulted in the diffuse marginal posterior distributions for *p* and shown in Figure [2](#insr12399-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}.

![Marginal posterior distributions for *p* (left) and (right). The posterior distributions shown as grey lines were acquired using a standard Markov chain Monte Carlo approach based on a complete understanding of the Cormack--Jolly--Seber model as a statistical model. The sequence of overlaid distributions represent the recursive posterior distributions based only on the Cormack--Jolly--Seber model as an agent‐based model and start at time $\widetilde{t} = 3$ (most diffuse) and end at time highlighted by dark blue line. True parameter values used to simulate the data are shown as grey dashed vertical lines. \[Colour figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](INSR-88-441-g002){#insr12399-fig-0002}

Using the procedure described in the previous section, we approximated the conditional data models in parallel for and all *K* MCMC realisations of and . In the final stage of the PPRB procedure, we obtained Metropolis--Hastings proposals by randomly sampling with replacement from the previous MCMC sample in a sequence of simple MCMC algorithms for . Each marginal posterior distribution is shown as an overlapping blue density function for parameters *p* and in Figure [2](#insr12399-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. At time *T*, the resulting MCMC sample arises from the full posterior (dark blue outline), which agrees with posterior resulting from fitting the model jointly (black line) by assuming a knowledge of the CJS model as a statistical model. Thus, while the PPRB inference is approximate because we used MC to approximate the likelihood, it will be nearly indistinguishable from that when fitting the exact model.

4. Case Study 2: An Epidemiological Agent‐Based Model {#insr12399-sec-0010}
=====================================================

Whereas the CJS model involves a dynamic individual‐based process involving two main states (i.e. alive and dead), it is common in mathematical models of infectious disease to characterise the disease state of individuals via compartment labels such as susceptible, exposed, infected, recovered, removed and deceased (Bailey *et al.*, [1975](#insr12399-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Hethcote, [2000](#insr12399-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Perhaps the simplest of these compartment models is the susceptible--infected--recovered class of models, given that they account for a mechanistic transition among states that can exhibit realistic epidemic dynamics. Although these models are most often considered in a deterministic continuous‐time, continuous‐state context, they can also be considered as stochastic in the discrete time and discrete state‐space to illustrate individual dynamics (e.g. Sattenspiel & Lloyd, [2009](#insr12399-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Depending on the specification, the underlying process can be thought of as a discrete‐state Markov, or semi‐Markov, process with the stochastic state transitions across time based on probabilities or residence periods. In what follows, we describe an individual‐based susceptible--infected--recovered model that includes mortality and density‐dependent transmission of disease.

4.1. Agent‐Based Susceptible--Infected--Recovered--Deceased Model {#insr12399-sec-0011}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Let correspond to the state of individual at time , where state 0 is 'susceptible', state 1 is 'infected', state 2 is 'recovered' and state 3 is 'deceased'. Define , and, for this example, assume that (become infected), (remain susceptible), , (remain dead) and (die from infection). These transition probabilities correspond to Markovian dynamics and imply geometric residence time in each state. However, we allow for disease spread among individuals by inducing dependence in the transition from susceptible to infected with $$\phi_{0,1,i,t} = \text{logit}^{- 1}\left( {\frac{\beta_{0}}{N}\left( {\sum\limits_{j \neq i}1_{\{ z_{j,t - 1} = 1\}} - N_{v}} \right)^{2} + \beta_{1}} \right),$$ where $1_{\{ z_{j,t - 1} = 1\}}$ is an indicator that takes a value of 1 if the *j*‐th individual at time is infected, and 0 otherwise. This infection probability function in ([17](#insr12399-disp-0017){ref-type="disp-formula"}) will rise until its peak when the number of infected individuals reaches , after which it will decline again. This model specification assumes an intervention occurs at some point when authorities become aware of it and enforce remedial measures (e.g. a quarantine). The peak of will coincide with the inflection point in the epidemic.

We rely on a semi‐Markov model for recovery where, after an individual becomes infected, they will recover days later if they do not die first (e.g. King & Langrock, [2016](#insr12399-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). We allow the individual‐based residence time in the infected state to be stochastic such that , where corresponds to the population‐level intensity associated with recovery time. We also constrained the model so that individuals can only undergo a single transition per day.

To initialise the ABM for simulation in our application that follows, we assigned for and for to match the situation where a novel pathogen has just been introduced to the population. To account for the fact that public health agencies only report population‐level aggregate data, we condensed the output of our SIRD ABM as $n_{t} = \sum_{\widetilde{t} = 1}^{t}1_{\{ z_{i,\widetilde{t} - 1} = 0,z_{i,\widetilde{t}} = 1\}}$, the cumulative new infected individuals out of *N* total individuals for compartment and day *t*.

4.2. Computational Strategy {#insr12399-sec-0012}
---------------------------

Public health data are not often made available at the individual level for privacy reasons. Thus, given the limited data that are available to fit models like our SIRD ABM and the relatively long time series compared with wildlife survey data, we describe an emulator approach for this case study.

Specifically, we let $y_{t_{i}}$ represent the observed cumulative new infected individuals in a population on day (vectorised as $\mathbf{y} = {(y_{t_{1}},\ldots,y_{t_{n}})}^{\prime}$). A simplified Gaussian process emulator model can be written as $$\mathbf{y} \sim N(\mathbf{K}\widetilde{\mathbf{n}},\sigma^{2}\mathbf{I}),$$ where $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}} = {(ñ_{1},\ldots,ñ_{T})}^{\prime}$ represents the cumulative new cases for all days in the study period and is an mapping matrix. Using a combined first‐order and second‐order emulator framework, we assume that $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}}$ can be characterised by a Gaussian process with conditional distribution $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}} \sim N(\widetilde{\mathbf{\mu}}(\mathbf{\theta}),\widetilde{\Sigma})$, where the mean and covariance are $$\widetilde{\mathbf{\mu}}(\mathbf{\theta}) = \sum\limits_{l = 1}^{L}w^{(l)}(\mathbf{\theta})\mathbf{n}^{(l)},$$ $$\widetilde{\Sigma} = \sigma_{n}^{2}\exp\left( {- \frac{\mathbf{D}_{n}}{\gamma_{n}}} \right),$$ and where is a vector that includes all parameters in the ABM that are unknown and not specified as fixed. We refer to this type of surrogate model as an 'analogue emulator' because the conditional mean ([19](#insr12399-disp-0019){ref-type="disp-formula"}) of the latent process $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}}$ is a weighted average of possible analogues , for , that arise from an *a priori* computer experiment associated with parameter values (see McDermott & Wikle, [2016](#insr12399-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, for an overview of analogue methods). The weights are a function of proximity between and in parameter space, modulated by range parameters , such that $$w^{(l)} = \frac{\exp( - {(\mathbf{\theta} - \mathbf{\theta}^{(l)})}^{\prime}\Gamma_{\theta}^{- 1}(\mathbf{\theta} - \mathbf{\theta}^{(l)}))}{\sum_{l = 1}^{L}\exp( - {(\mathbf{\theta} - \mathbf{\theta}^{(l)})}^{\prime}\Gamma_{\theta}^{- 1}(\mathbf{\theta} - \mathbf{\theta}^{(l)}))}.$$

The temporal covariance matrix in ([20](#insr12399-disp-0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}) relies on pairwise temporal differences in the matrix and accounts for dependence in the process $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}}$ not accounted for by the analogues.

In the first stage of a sequential emulation framework, we learn about the mean vector and covariance matrices in ([19](#insr12399-disp-0019){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([20](#insr12399-disp-0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}) by calibrating the emulator using the computer experiment input and output. For a set of input , we use the ABM to simulate associated output $n_{t}^{(l)}$ (for , and vectorised in ([19](#insr12399-disp-0019){ref-type="disp-formula"}) as ). Then, to calibrate the emulator, we optimised an aggregated loss function with respect to and . For computational efficiency, we maximised the product of emulator density functions described earlier over all while conditioning on and (the sets of parameters and analogues excluding the *l*‐th instance). Effectively, this uses each analogue as data that depends on the other analogues to help us learn about the smoothness in the shapes of the analogues in the space of . Alternatively, we could write our analogue emulator jointly as a multivariate conditional autoregressive model and maximise the joint likelihood for all analogues simultaneously (e.g. Mardia, [1988](#insr12399-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Sain *et al.*, [2011](#insr12399-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). For this case study and emulator, the multivariate conditional autoregressive approach would require excessive computational resources due to the massive dense covariance/precision matrices involved.

Because the computer experiment can be made as large as feasible, we can assume minimal uncertainty pertaining to and and thus treat them as fixed when fitting the model in ([18](#insr12399-disp-0018){ref-type="disp-formula"}) using an MCMC algorithm (Liu *et al.*, [2009](#insr12399-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). In the second stage of this sequential implementation, we update the ABM parameter vector using Metropolis--Hastings and use Gibbs updates for $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}}$ and .

4.3. Analysis of COVID Data {#insr12399-sec-0013}
---------------------------

To demonstrate the emulator implementation of the SIRD model described previously, we analysed data resulting from the COVID‐19 outbreak aboard the cruise ship DP in early 2020. In particular, we focus on the confirmed cumulative case data as the response variable (data repository provided in Acknowledgements) for days *t* in 5--10, 12--13, 15--20 and 26 February shown in Figure [3](#insr12399-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The DP incident represents a nearly closed population consisting of passengers and crew. Using the confirmed cumulative case data, we focus our inference on the infection process parameters and of our SIRD ABM.

![Posterior pointwise 95% credible intervals for the population compartments and cumulative cases resulting from the COVID‐19 outbreak on the cruise ship Diamond Princess. \[Colour figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](INSR-88-441-g003){#insr12399-fig-0003}

Previous studies suggest that the average time until recovery is approximately  days (Ling *et al.*, [2020](#insr12399-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) and the daily death probability for infected individuals is approximately (Russell *et al.*, [2020](#insr12399-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, we fixed those quantities in the model as well as corresponding to approximately one‐tenth of the population and near the inflection point, and let be unknown with prior based on a range of parameter values that provide realistic population trajectories. We let the model error variance from ([18](#insr12399-disp-0018){ref-type="disp-formula"}) have the vague prior . In our computer experiment with the ABM, we used a combined regular grid of 400 combinations of with a uniform random sample of 200 in the space and to obtain simulated time series comprising . We fit the analogue emulator to the *L* sets of ABM input and output and used the resulting estimates for emulator parameters in the predictive distribution for $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}}$ in the statistical emulator model ([18](#insr12399-disp-0018){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We then fit the statistical emulator model using a standard MCMC algorithm, updating $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}}$, and for 20 000 iterations.

Pointwise posterior 95% credible intervals of $\widetilde{\mathbf{n}}$ are shown in Figure [3](#insr12399-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} along with 95% credible intervals of population size in each of the four ABM compartments over the study period as derived quantities obtained by simulating from the SIRD ABM given posterior realisations of . The joint posterior distribution for is shown in Figure [4](#insr12399-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. The posterior mean of $E(\mathbf{\theta} = {(\beta_{0},\beta_{1})}^{\prime}|\widetilde{\mathbf{n}}) = {( - 0.084, - 3.075)}^{\prime}$ provides evidence that induces a bell shape in with highest values between zero and approximately 700 cases and implies a low infection probability at the beginning of the outbreak and reaching its maximum (, the posterior mean of ) on approximately 16 February 2020.

![Joint posterior distribution for the parameters controlling infection probability during the COVID‐19 outbreak on the cruise ship Diamond Princess. \[Colour figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](INSR-88-441-g004){#insr12399-fig-0004}

5. Discussion {#insr12399-sec-0014}
=============

We showed that a variety of approaches can provide approximate inference for ABMs when the likelihood may be intractable. Certain approximation methods may be more suitable depending on the characteristics of the ABM. For binary data with temporal structure and non‐ignorable missingness such as those that may arise from a capture--recapture study of wildlife to infer survival, we showed that the support of the data presents both challenges and benefits when considered in an ABM context. We also showed that the CJS ABM is intuitive and its natural hierarchical structure lends itself to simulation.

We compared the inference resulting from the traditional computational approach to that using approximate methods and showed that we can achieve equivalent results from a forward simulation perspective that avoids extensive book‐keeping and/or additional computational strategies (e.g. the HMM forward algorithm). It is straightforward to modify the CJS ABM to accommodate more realism in the ecological process. Even modest extensions can lead to very unwieldy statistical implementations of the model using conventional methods, as in our case study involving the SIRD ABM.

The SIRD ABM represents a substantial upgrade in complexity and represents a relatively realistic epidemiological process and data source. This increase in complexity creates additional challenges to consider in the implementation. For example, while the underlying dynamics in the SIRD ABM are individual based, the output consists of aggregated counts to match available public health data. These aggregated count data make it challenging to approximate the likelihood using standard methods; thus, we used an emulator approach to provide inference about ABM parameters for which we have less knowledge.

Beyond our SIRD ABM, additional extensions could be considered and would lead to similarly intractable likelihood functions that prohibit the use of conventional statistical methods to obtain inference. In the animal ecological setting, we might consider a spatial‐interaction model. In the field of wildlife biology, animal movement modelling has increased in popularity in recent years (Hooten *et al.*, [2017](#insr12399-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}), and some analyses have focused on interactions among moving individuals (e.g. McDermott *et al.*, [2017](#insr12399-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Scharf *et al.*, [2018](#insr12399-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Despite advances in this field of research, it is not common to consider both survival and animal movement models based on individual trajectories in the same model simultaneously. For example, we could consider the effect of proximity to competitors on individual‐level survival by allowing the survival probability to depend on conspecific contact during the period . In fact, finer‐scale temporal changes in individual‐level physiology (e.g. Hooten, Scharf, & Morales [2019](#insr12399-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) could also be accommodated.

In the epidemiological setting, movement of agents also plays an important role in infectious disease dynamics. Our SIRD ABM allows for interactions by assuming even mixing among all individuals in the population. That assumption could be generalised by allowing for heterogeneity in movement characteristics such that they vary with demographic groups. Furthermore, a detailed understanding of the environment the agents move through can lead to more realistic simulations of disease transmission (e.g. Pizzitutti *et al.*, [2018](#insr12399-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). For infectious diseases such as COVID‐19, it may be appropriate to consider ABMs with additional compartments (e.g. susceptible--exposed--infected--recovered), and those may also present statistical challenges due to the expanded state‐space (e.g. Okhuese, [2020](#insr12399-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}).

Overall, ABMs are a useful way for scientists to express their understanding of the natural world but also present inferential challenges that provide ample opportunities for future statistical innovation. Statistical ABMs represent a solid point of connection between statisticians, computer scientists and application‐focused researchers that will lead to productive and useful collaborations as we seek to find new ways to accommodate mechanisms in statistical models.
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